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CNRTIATICNAL vfIHCDS IN THEFMAL REACICR SrLT

bY

R. J. Pryor

ABSIW CI'

A discussicn of the WRAP systan and the TRAC thermal
reactor safety ctrputer code is given. Emphasis is placed
cn numerical methcds used to solve the one- and three-
dimensicnal fluid flow equaticns in TFJC and the fuel rod
conduction equations during reficed. An A'IWS neutronics
nodel is also discussed.

In just a few shart years there has been a dramatic increase in the

complexity ard detail of thermal reactor safety calculations.

Three-dimensicnal flow calculations with multifluid models are rapidly
replacing one-dimensional, honogeneous equilibrim models for use in these
calculaticns. New numerical methods and aporoximaticns for fluid flow abcnnd

in the literature. While a amprehensive review of methcds for thermal

reactor safety corputaticn is beycnd the scope of this caper, a sumnary of
scrne i.portant aspects of the subject will be given. By necessity, this paper

is limited to tw main subjects, a unique program to incorocrate existing
cmputer codes into a single unified systen ard the work being done cn an
advanced, best estimate, reactor safety analysis code called TWC.1,2 ht

of the discussicn centers about calculations required for amlysis of a

large-break 1 css-of-ccolant accident (ILCA) .

IOCA calculations have absorbed the attenticn and imaginaticn of safety

analysts for most of the past 10 years. Although the probability of such an

accident is exceedingly snall, it must be deenstrated that should a IfCA

occur the nuclear fuel can be coolad before tne cladding melts and allows

release of highly radioactive gases. Histcrically, the accident sequence is

divided into three chases, starting with blcwthn when the break occurs.
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During this phase, escape of reactor coolant through the break depressurizes
the system. Almost inmediately, the core drios out and fuel temperatures
begin to rise. Uater in the blowdown the energency core melant systems
(IECS) are activated and they force liquid to re-enter the system. The refill

phase begins cnce the liquid peretrates the downecmer and it continues until
the lcwer plenum is filled. The final phase, called reflood, begins when the
liquid level reaches the bottom of the core. In this phase, the core is

rewetted and the fuel temper . cure rise is halted.
From a nadeling point of view, each phase is quite different and may be

modeled separately. I* is easy to see why the development of cenputer ccdes
folloe3 this mcdeling viewpoint and specialized cn a part of, or a single
pbase of, the UJCA . The models required in each ccde could thus be minimized

and the coding logic could be simplified. A number of such codes are widely
used today. Pressurized water reactors (PWRs) , for example, require ccmuter
codes stch as RELAP, BAP,4 and FUID for a complete UIA analysis.5

REIM calculaticos are used to mMel the blowdown and part of the refill
phases of the transient. RAP calculat#cns are used to mcdel the fuel-
cladding dynamics, inclMing thermal ex; insicn and deformation. Finally,
FUJOD calculaticns are used to predict t. e reflcod stage of the transient.
The various code calculations are linked together and iterated upm until a
converged soluticn is obtained. During each iteration, results obtained using
one code are passed to another as toundary conditions. Tt.a difficulty of
performing UJCA calculaticns in this manner lies in the iteration process.
Results f rcm one ccde are determined by reading printed outout, and inout to
the next mde is prepared by punching ccn.guter cards. In the test of

circumstances, such calculatices are c.::serscce, difficult to document, and

alarst impcssible to reproduce.
At laast cne effcrt is being made to unify these calculations in a single

computaticnal package called WRAP.6 This is being done at the Savannah

River Iaboratory. In the WRAP system, the codes needed for UJCA analysis are

linked together through a axrtn data bam called WIDS, as shcm schematically
in Fig. 1. A computaticnal procedure is define at incut aM is executed by ad

control program. Se control program automatically interprets results,

prepares incut, and executes the required codes in a 1cgical sequence. "Se

essential parts of the WRAP system are cJmputer codes amcnly used for UIA
analyses, a file manacement system, and a generalized inout processcr. 'Ite
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input processor allows a single system descriptico to be defined, instead of

requiring a separate input data deck for each code.

Develcpnent of the '"RAC cmputer (Ide at Los Alarrer Scientific Laboratory

is the first major effort to put all of the racuired LOCA models into a

single, advanced, best estimate computer code. TPAC ccruputes all phases of a
LOCA continuously and consi.stently. 'IWC is chosen as the subject of this

discussicn since the methods and apcroximaticas used in this code are typical
of those in use today. The fluid dynamics methods are of greatest interest;

the reficed model is discussed in less detail.

An area of ccnsiderable concern, besides hyperbolicity and well-

rosedness, is Pcw many field equaticos are required to adequately treat the

three phases of a ILCA. A rudimentary set wuld include three: a mixture

continuity equation, a mixture energy equation, and a mixture r: mentum
equation. Such a set is used in earlier versions of REIAP. Certain

assumptions, such as W ogeneous ficw and equal temperatures of vapor and
liquid, are made in writing these equations. Another set of aporoximations

that uses the same number of equaticas is drif t-flux ficw with the least

massive phase at the saturaticn temperature. Increasing the number of field

equaticns provides mre generality for the aphasic masses, temperatures, and

velocities. In a six-aquaticn set, separate continuity, energy, and rx2nentum

equaticos are written fer the liquid and vapor phases. The price of rrore

generality, hcwever, is that additional ccnstitutive laws are needed for

cicsure. For exartple, in the six-equation set, interfacial exchange terms,

sucti as areas, heat transfer ccefficients, and drag forces (in all

diracticns , must be specified, alcng with wall exchange terms for each phase.

In the TRAC code a threMimensional flcw model is used for the vessel and

a one-dimensicnal flcu mdel is sed for all systen "M .ents outside the

vessel, such as pioes. A full six-equaticn model is used to describe ficw in

the vessel, and a fiva-aquaticn drif t-flux model is used for one-dirrensional

cere=cnen ts . The five-ecuaticn model includes two energy equaticns, a mixture

nentum aquaticn, and two centinuity equaticos. The drif t between the phases

in the one-dimensional model is prescribed by a standard set of correlations.
A ficw regime map is used for identifying the lccal ficw regime and selecting

the correspcnding ccostitutive laws.

T'e choice of ecuaticns and mixture of cne- and three-dimensional
calculaticns was dictated by available cercputer rescurces and by the tyce of

4
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phenomena that occur during the IDCA. Clearly, hcmogeneous flcw or one-
dimensional calculations could not predict IECS downcmer bypass. Also, an
equal temperature assu:@ticn is dif ficult to justify in describing ECCS
injecticn of subcooled liquid into pipes containing superheated vapor. '1his
is rot to say that even a six-egsaticn mtxiel is adequate, for scme argue that
entrained liquid drops should be treated separately frcm the liquid film cn

0walls. The NCRCOOL code and the latest versicn of CJBRA 'IF model a
separate droplet field in ackiiticn to a film and vapor fields. Treating drcps

and fil:ns separately in full detail requires a nine-equation set. htile this

issue effects the number of equations which must be solved (and possibly the
results of a ILCA calculaticn), it is not pertinent to the metnods discussion

which follows.

As an example of hcw the field equaticos are solved, consider cunputation
of one-dimensional ficw with the five-equatim drif t-flux model used in TRAC.
These equaticns appear adequate for treating flow in pipes. These equations
are as follcws.

MIX'1L'RE MASS:

3 3
g (C H* IC 0m m)V = .m

VAKR MASS:

v ,.'
~

y(1-3)0 g30, 3
d (2cy)

'

g7 (ac vn, d+ = r+ .y
.

,m
.

MIX'It'RE .M'1LM:

2-
v(1- )O V3C(v ) + v (v ) t r+

m o
m .

,

_
- 1 3D

-

,-
- g V.y v *

m
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VAPOR D'ERGI' : , ,

3 3 ap (1-a)p ve
gE(ace) g (ap+ m v) E p

v* +y y y
m ..

3
"a(1-a)p -

P g (av }+ + 9 Vm y
p
m- .

h + Phq, - P *
= sv

MIX'It'RE ENERGY:

.

.(1-0)p apy(e -e )3 3 3 g y g
E (p * I +mm E IPm m m) E o "r*V +

. m .

.

3v . (1- ) IP -Pv)m 3 2+ P +
az Pg V " 9 +9 *

wta r w
m ._

The variables that amar in the above equaticos have the follcNing meanings.

O, mixture density

O vapor densityy

U liquid density
t

a vapor volume fracticn

V mixture velccity

V relative velocity between phasesr

e vapor specific internal energyy

et liquid specific internal energy

e mixture specific internal energy
m

~ vapor producticn rate due to phase change

p pressure

g force of gravity

K wall fricticn coefficient

511 12b
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g wall heat source of vapor

wall heat source of liquida

T; liquid temperature

T vapor temperaturey

h saturaticn enthalpy of vapor.sv

Ccmucn practice is to use a finite difference approximaticn to convert these
partial differential equaticns into a set of linear algebraic equations that
can be solved cn a ccrputer. Liles and Reed first developed the strategy

l0for solving these equaticns in N, and Mahaffy improved upon it later.

This paper discusses the irproved soluticn strategy which is called the
Network Soluticn Method (NS4) .

'Ite matrix of unkrowns that must be solved at each time step is large,
especially if three-dimensional calculations are made. NS4 is just one method
of reducing this single large matrix into a few snaller cnes that can be

solved in less overall mmputer time. REIAP uses a similar method for the

same p?rpcse. Most analysts will develop a method in conjunction with, or
based on, the structure of tne matrix. The NEM methcx3 is based on a structure

in which coupling between neighboring mesh cells (in the finite difference
sense) can be limited to pressure variations. Such mupling is obtained by
making a s>-called semi-implicit aporoximatico in time. This approximaticn is
best illustrated by ccnsidering the time levels asscciated with the mixture

continuity equaticn

n+1 n
O - U

n+1)-
3 n
Ti ( m

m m
0Y+ =

,:) t m

where the superscript n implies quantities evaluated at the last time step and
thus kncwn, and superscript n+1 denotes quantities evaluated at the current
time step and thus enkrown. Note the manner in which the convecticn term in
this aqtuticn is formulated. Only the velocity is ccrputed at the new time
level. The convecticn terms in the vapor mass, vapor energy, and mixture
energy equaticns are treated similarily. In the nnnentun equation, the V 7 V
term is treated totally explicitly.

t'"> ]
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j - 1/2 j J+1/2

Fig. 2. Positicns of variables in mesh cell j of a finite difference mesh.

A finite difference approximaticn is now made on a staggered Eulerian mesh
as stown in Fig. 2. State variables such as pressure, temperature, and void
f racticn are defined at the center of mesh cells, and the mean and relative

velocities are defined at the cell bcundaries. With these asst pticos, them

finite difference divergence operator is

(W) j+g(W) j+g - A _g(uv) VolA" j j

where u is any state variable, A is the cross-sectional area, and WL is
3th

the volume of the j cell. To provide stability in the partially implicit

method, an up-wind or donor-cell average is used to evaluate prcperties
convected across cell boundcries.

for v>0u v)q3

(uv) m =

J l for v< 0u _ v)q ,j

where u is a cell-centered quantity. The finite difference equaticns arej
linearized acout changes in the fundcmental variables which are taken to be
pressure, liquid and vapor temperatures, and void fractico. These

\ 'bcJ '\ '
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manipulaticns yield a matrix equaticn for mesh cell (j) that has the folloaing
form.

6P'
_ . . ' ' ' ' '

So
6P.

oT 3-1 + 6P. +=

J+1 *

1 (1)
4*N

3
-. . . . . ...

Because the velocity change is linear in the pressure change, the velocity at
the new time level was eliminated from the finite difference egaations. ?bte
in this equaticn " hat there is no coupling of changes in temperatures or void
fracticn between cells. This matrix equation can be mlvd to produce a
single linear equ.iticn that involves only pressure.

^j-1 j-1 j 3 a),y+ a 6P + SP b (2)
=

,

where a and b are constants.
Before proceeding, cne must subdivide the entire flcw netwrk. In "RIC,

the netwrk that corresponds to the reactor system is divided so that systen
compcnents retain their identity, as is shown in Fig. 3. Next the pressure

reducticn prcredure is applied to each cell in a cceponent (such as a pipe) in
the manner just described, except at the ccuponent bcundaries where the

nonentum equaticn is termorarily not written. The resulting systen of
equaticns agoears as

. . . .. . . ..

.P: y

#P
.2 =6v +6v + '

*

R (3)
.

SP
. . . G . . . ... .

where n is the number of mesh cells in the crpcnent and Sv and Sv areg g
the boundary velocity changes cn its right and lef t sides respectively.
Solving these equaticns directly by Gauss eliminatico for the pressure changes

inside the pipe in ter :s of SVp and SV givesg

IP. d. 5 V, e4= c. SV *-
,

1 1 R 1 u -
( f,)

where c, d, and e are constants.
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A mcznentum equaticn for the juncticn between ccripcnents is noxt written as

6Vg f(6P _t, SP 1) W=
i g .

Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) leads to a system of equatiors for the velocity
changes in the network.

. . . . . .

6vy
Sv "

2
i (6;

.

6vm
- . .. . .

where m indicates the number of juncticn velocities. This matrix equation is
also solved by Gauss eliminaticn to give the velocity changes, and then the
results are back-substituted into Eq. (3) to give the system pressures. The
pressures are then back-substituted to solve for void fractico and temperature
changes in Eq. (1). Note tnat the matrix equations are solved directly so no
iteraticns are involved. Hcuever, if the system properties change appreciably
during this calculation, it might be necessary to linearize again about the
latest values and repeat the above process as an outer iteration.

The net effect of the procedure is to reduce a large systen of equations
to a number of snaller coes that are solved r: ore econcinically. This procedure
is meet effective when any given compcnent has a small number of mesh cells,
say less than 20. A three-dimensional vessel changes the situation slightly.
Normally, a vessel may have hundreds of mesh cells, so a Gauss elimination
procedure would be imoractical. The pressure equations for the vessel must be
solved iteratively. Tb obtain these equations, the velocities in the pipes
are expressed in terms of pressure variaticos inside the vessel. The vessel
calculaticn can then be done as though the vessel were isolated frcm the
network, since its sources of mass, energy, and rrrientum frcm the external
network are expressed in terms of internal pressure changes. Once the vessel
soluticn has been found by iteraticn, the back-substitution is performed and
the solutica for the entire system, including the vessel, is known.

The stability of the semi-implicit scheme is subject to a material (burant
co diticn cf the form

v?: y 1 ,

ax
(1 1 *71
J I I JI
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A fully implicit scheme that is unconditionally stable is possible with NSM,
but the juncticos between ccuponents still must be treated semi-implicitly.
However, the advantage is that if a pipe terminates on a break, the break
juncticn also can be treated fully implicitly. One can use this option if

velocities are great enough to limit the tima step size severely.
The finite-difference schene described above is used widely with a great

deal of success. However, it cbes have limitations as regards numerical
diffusicn and a phencmenon often called " water packing."12 Also, since

it is a first-order method in space (and time) it requires a large number of

mesh cells to rrodel large gradients adequately. This fact, of ccurse, leads

to 1cng problem executiu times.

Scme new methods being developed for treating the spatial dctnain seem
prcmising. A weighted residual merbod developed by Rarstadt and Werner is

particularly attractive. It uses polynanial functiors cefined over a finite

space to express the fundamental variables. The polynonials are joirnd by
requiring certain ccntinuity conditions. Through a sanewhat novel

approximaticn, the resulting matrix equaticns have a sta&rd three-point
finite difference structure that is readily solved. The method sees to have

minimal numerical dif fusion properties and rc water packing problem. Also,
since it is a second-order methcd it converges to a solution in fewer spatial

rresh points than the aforementicned finite difference method. A limitation of

this weighted residual methcd is that it is fully implicit. Coupling to

nearest neighbors is through changes in all variables, not just pressures.
This is costly, as the additional coupling requires r ore cceputing time. A

semi-implicit formulation probably can ce develcped, but it has not been
demcnstrated.

One further aspect of IfCA which should ie discussed, is the numerical

treatment of reflocd heat transfer. During reflood, quench f rents can

originate at t% bottom and top of the core. Those fran the bottcm are due

primarily to the -ising pool of water in the core. *,ose fran the too are

caused by a film of liquid frcm the upper plenu:t f alling cn the fuel rods. In

either case, the axial temperature distributicn of the fuel cladding changes

pronouncedly at the quench front. Differenc% of hundreds of degraes within

millimeters are not unccnren. Since one inust resolve this terperature

gradient to predict quench front velccities accerately, a fine vertical mesh

in the cladding is required. *is is esoecially costly if a ccnstant fine.

12
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mesh is defined alcng the entire length of the fuel rod. 'Ib avoid this cost,

at least one code developer has used a mving mesh whose finest intervals are
placed over the quench front. Such a procedure is used in the latest version
of REIAP. The logic of moving the mesh is ax: plicated, and treating mre than
cne quench front cn a fuel rod presents quite a Ecokkeeping job. Another
approach, used in TRAC, is to superimpose an analytic solutico for the quench
front velocity cn a coarse-mesh soluticn. Various authors have develooed

exact one-dimensional and approximate t;o-dimensional standing wave solutions
to the conducticn equaticn for this purpcse.14,15,16

Ccnsider a simple case in which cnly axial conducticn in the cladding is
considered, the heat transfer coefficient ahead of the quench front is zero,
and that behird the quench f rent is equal to a constant. The quench front
lccatico is defined by a rewetting temperature, T . Temperature gradientsg

in 'he directicn nornal to the cladding surface are assumed to be zero. The
cne-dimensicnal time-irdependent conduction equation for a quench franc moving
with a velcciej u can ba written as

2dT :cu dr h+ - (T-T ) 0=
8dx k dX kE

where T is the cladding temperature; k, 0, c are the ccnductivity, density,
ard specific heat of the cladding respectively; and e is the cladding
thickness. The heat transfer coefficient, h, varies as described. The
qmntity T is talk fluid temperature (sink) .s

Requiring that the tertperature gradient in the cladding be continuous at
the point where the temperature is T provides an equaticn fot the velccityg
u.

w s w o-l

cc / E )u = '

(77 T-T)g s

where Tw is the inicial cladding temperature.

SU 0
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If two-dimensional effects in the cladding are considered, this equation

is mcdified slightly to cttain an aporoximate solution.

I r

(T-T) fT4)1-l 7cc w s i 4 o s1- B" "

/T-T) I [ i2h '

T-T)g s w s

where Bi is the Biot number, hc/k, which is assumed to be greater than cne.

TRAC uses a rather coarse axial mesh in the fuel rcd radial conduction
calculaticn.17 The quench front alcng the fuel rod is located by searching
f rc2:t the bottom (or the tcp in instances of falling films) of the core for a
coarse mesh temperature that exceeds T . In this mesh cell, a special heat

o
transfer coefficient, h, that ensures consistency between the quench front
movement and heat removed from 9e cladding is canputed.

fi = Qs/f-T ) ,

s3

where

g = ccus (T -T )s

and T is the average surface temperature of the cladding and S is the ratio of
the cross-sectional area of the cladding to its wetted perimeter. On all

other mesh cells, the heat transfer coefficients are cunputed f rcm standard

correlaticas. The net result of this approach is a direct coupling between

quench front propagatico and fuel rod stored energy effects. The quench front
velccity is used in assessing the heat transfer rate only, not the quench
front ;x:siticri.

Niiiticnal mcdels are required for anticipated transients without scram

( ATAS) . ATAS analyses have received less attention than WCA analyses for
many years, but they are beginning to regain scoe of their earlier
i;rpcr tance. Most of the models needed for ILCA analyses, with the possible
excepticn of some reficed models, are used to analyze ATdS transients. An
i::portant addition, however, is a detailed neutronics treatment. Neutronics
effects must te treated in much ::cre detail in ATAS calculaticos than in WCA
calculaticos which require only a rudimentary treatment. AT45 transients
demand at least a coint reactor kinetics nodel that accounts for xderator ard

14
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fuel temperature reactivity feedback effects. %:re sophisticated calculations
atterpt to account for detailed spatial effects by solving the one , two , or

three-dimensional space-time neutron kinetics equations. Neutronics feadback
is provided in these calculations by correlating the neutrcn cross sections as
functicns of important engineerire carameters such as temperatures, void
fraction, and boren concentration.

Three-dimensicnal calculations are needed for many of the A'IWS transients,
suc" as withdrawal of a single control assembly er drooping of a partial

control red. These calculaticns are expensive since the neutronics mesh

points can number tens of thousands for each neutrcn energy group if standard
finite-diff&ence techniques are used. Fortunately, only t e energy groups
are needed for ther:ul reactors.

There have been attempts to reduce the ntrrber of neutronic mesh reints by
considering higher order spatial methods. The more successful have been nadal

methcds that attempt to express the neutron flux in polyncmial representaticos
over a limited regicn in the reactor core. Special coupling procedures are

used to put the polyranials together to obtain a global reactor solution. We

weighted-residual methcd for fluid dynamics originally was designed to treat
the neutronics calculaticos. Another method that seems extremely powerful
was developed by Henry and his students.19 Wey claim to need only 5000
mesh points per energy group for a full-scale, three-dhnensional UG

calculaticn.

This pap 3r presents a flavor of the methods in use today for solving
rather complicated nuclear safety problems. By ro means should it be assumed
that the subject has been covered caTpletely. In the fluid dynamics
discussion, for example, nothing was said about other numerical methcds and
approximaticos, such as ICE. If cne could make cnly cne obsersation abcut
the trends in themal reactor safety cc:putation, it would be that the field

is prcgressing rapidly. One-dimensicnal fluid ficw calculations with

hcrogeneous flos and thermal equilibrium mcdels are bec2ning a thing of the
past. Three-dimensicnal calculations of the vessel, along with separate field

equaticns for each phase are cecaning more cnronclace and are required to
resolve certain licensing issues. Also, fer A'IWS analyses, three-dimensicnal
neutrmics methods are neaded for scue transients calculations.
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